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To water or not to water; that is the question

H

ands down, the most frequent
question we receive in our
world of landscape management (is there any other world?)
relates to proper watering.
It might be for turf, perennials,
shrubs or trees, but
the common request
is when and how
much to water.
Fortunately, our
wealth of wisdom
from decades of
Randy James,
consulting
experience, and a
arborist /
superior grasp of soil
pathologist
water science, allows
and founder
us to flex our cranial
of Growing
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cle and answer with
empirical evidence that, (drum roll
please), well, it depends. How’s that
for a let down?
Okay, sure that’s a little tongue
and cheek, but unfortunately, it really does depend. Let’s throw out everything but turf for now, lest we end
up with variables in the exponential.
But even with turf, consider this list
of things that must be factored in.
Type of grass (warm versus cool,
fescue or bluegrass), exposure (full
sun or shade), grade (flat or sloped,
percent), direction of slope (facing
south or north), soil type (clay, loam,
or sand), use (looks or recreation),
thatch layer depth, near a concrete
walk or road, rainfall, daily high and
low temperatures, and last but not
least, the subjective opinion of what
is a “nice-looking” lawn. Whew!
What a mess!

But before we throw up our hands
and consider a move to Arizona
where watering is easy when your
front lawn is reduced to a pile of
colored rock, let’s talk averages.
Now averages can be dangerous as
they make no allowance for variability or what statisticians snootily refer
to as standard deviation, but it still
gives us a place to start.
So in my normal effort to honor
Einstein’s quote to “make things as
simple as possible but not simpler,”
I have put it all in a tidy little chart
that average guys like me can understand.
I hope it helps you, too, even
though I firmly believe all of our clients are significantly above average!
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WATERING I.Q.
N All things considered, the optimum time
to water is early morning (4 a.m. to 7 a.m.).
N During the height of summer when evaporation rates soar, more than half the water you
put down never makes it to the root zone.
N The grass plant must have a constant supply of water in order to keep its delicate tissues
cool as the water circulates through its system.
N In the spring and fall, most lawns need
about one inch of water per week.
N In the summer, your lawn needs about
two inches of water per week. (Temperatures
usually above 80 degrees.)

For more information about
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services, visit our website at
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